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LESSON NUMBER 1
SINGLE LETTERS

The names of the letters (hurûf), as written in small gray, should be memorized from beginning to
end. Then the student should be able to read the letters from end to beginning and up and down the
columns. Are the dots of the letters above or below? And how many are there? These forms should
be memorized very well. One must be very mindful of the teaching methods written herein; other-
wise  not only the teacher’s time but also the young age and effort of the student will go to waste.
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AlifBaTaThaJeem

HaKhaDaalZaalRa

ZaSeen

Sheen

SawaadDawaad

TuaZuaAinGhainFa

QaafKaafLaamMeemNoon

WaoHaHumzahYaYa

Dhaal

SaadDhaad

TâZhaaAynGhayn

Pronunciation Notes 
(Except for Hamzah - the names of 
the consonants reflect their sounds) 
 ”Alif“   ا
 Like English “B” in ب

“bat” 
 Softer than English ت

“T” 
 ”Like “TH” in “bath ث

(tip of tongue touches 
edge of upper front 
teeth) 

 ”Like English “J ج
 Like “H” but sharp ح

and from the middle 
of the throat 

 ”A scratchy “kh خ
sound like when you 
clear your throat 

  - Like “D” but softer د
 ”Like “TH” in “that ذ

(tip of tongue touches 
edge of upper front 
teeth) 

 ”Mostly like Eng. “R ر
 ”Like English “Z ز
 ”Like English “S س
 ”Like “SH ش
 Like “S” but a deep ص

sound made with a 
“full mouth” - lips 
become round/pouted 

 :Most unique letter ض
the (left) side edge of 
your tongue presses 
against the inner side 
of the molars 

 ”A deeper/“thicker ط
sound than ت 

 ”A deeper/“thicker ظ
sound than ذ 

 Sounds comes from ع
tightening the middle 
of the throat 

 GH” sound like“ غ
when gargling 

 ”Like English “F ف
 A deeper/thicker ق

sound of “K” (“Q”) 
 ”Like “K ك
 ”Like “L ل
 ”Like “M م
 ”Like “N ن
 ”Like “W و
 Like “H”, breathed ه

from the bottom of 
the throat 

 Consonant “A” - like ء
the beginning of 
“apple” 

”Like “Y ي
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